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Tierney Milne and Otto Studio launches a unique

collection of nostalgic, bold and kaleidoscopic

wallpaper  

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, May 3,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Otto Studio has launched

its latest in a series of exclusive artist collaborations,

a capsule collection of renter-friendly, peel-and-stick

wallpaper and decal designs created with

Vancouver-based artist Tierney Milne. Otto Studio is

a women-owned, Vancouver-based business

founded in 2021 with the mission of helping renters

and homeowners find joy in their space. Their

unique in-house designs and artist capsule

collections are removable, repositionable, and are

printed and shipped right from Vancouver, British

Columbia. They have been featured in Wall Street

Journal, Apartment Therapy, Design Milk and more.

This new capsule collection features Tierney’s take

on the maximalist style that Otto is known for. “Nostalgic play, bold shapes, and geometric

structure are the biggest things that drive my art and this capsule collection,” says artist, Tierney

Milne. “Kaleidoscopic shapes and arrays of simple forms have been pieced together in various

compositions and scales, each with their own amount of playfulness or sophistication depending

on the colourway.” Perfect for adding colour and joy to any home, retail, or office space. But it’s

not all bombastic fever dreams.

Continues Tierney: “I was so excited to include modernized organic textured designs that really

speak to nostalgic touchstones from my childhood and the Vancouver greenery around me.

While I am drawn primarily to gem-tones and retro pops of saturation, the collection also

includes more muted and calming colourways to give as much range as possible to mix and

match and choose which colours bring others the most joy.” 

This is the most recent capsule collection in the Otto Studio lineup, with previous entries from

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://thisisottostudio.com
https://shop.thisisottostudio.com/pages/capsule-collections


“I LIKE TO THINK OF EMPTY

WALLS AS I WOULD A BLANK

PAGE,” SAYS THE

VANCOUVER-BASED

MURALIST.”

Tierney Milne

Tay BeepBoop, Dani Klarić, McKenzie Parrott, and Zoe

Schlacter already making an impact on walls around the

world. “Otto Studio’s dedication to curated capsule

collections, working with artists they align with creatively,

and using super high-quality materials in their vinyl prints

all work together to help differentiate them from

competitors I’ve seen.” When Otto Studio floated the idea

of a collab, it was an easy decision. “It was an immediate

yes for me when the opportunity came up. The chance to

design wallpaper patterns for others to bring into their homes and spaces excites me so much.”

“We’re seeing people really wanting to bring fun, colour and playfulness into their spaces – and

removable wallpaper is the perfect, low-commitment solution no matter if you own or rent.” says

Jen Cook, co-founder of Otto Studio.

When she isn’t travelling the world painting the sides of buildings, Tierney makes art in a co-

working space in the Olympic Village neighbourhood of Vancouver; it’s a supportive, creative

environment where artists help each other toward greater artistic achievement. “The community

fostered in the studio and the level to which we all support each other through our individual

creative efforts is something I’ve come to realize is fairly rare and it is something that continues

to push me to grow and take risks that I wouldn’t feel confident about solo.” Tierney's advice for

up-and-coming artists: “Know your worth and always create things that you yourself would love

to see and be around.” 

About Tierney Milne 

Tierney Milne is a Montreal-born, Vancouver-based artist and muralist who focuses on

interrupting people’s day with positivity. With a background in Psychology (UBC) and Illustration

and Design (CapilanoU) and armed with a keen interest in how simple shapes and colours affect

our wellbeing, Tierney combines intentional compositions, bold palettes and vibrant patterns to

bring her work to life and brighten peoples’ day. Whether through public murals, tactile

installations, stop motion videos or 3D lettering, her main goal is to inject a sense of child-like

wonder and create joy for viewers. 

Website: http://www.tierneymilne.com Instagram: @tierneymilne 

About Otto Studio

Founded by Jen Cook and Hannah Lee, Otto Studio has one goal: to bring bold, maximalist

wallpaper designs to extraordinary people who want to transform their homes into spaces as

unique as they are, regardless of whether they rent or own. Otto Studio wallpaper is thick,

luscious, and textured like traditional wallpaper, but it’s peel-and-stick and comes off without

leaving a mark, unlike Jen and Hannah, who are leaving their mark on the design industry as

innovative women entrepreneurs. 

http://www.tierneymilne.com
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